






has gone far 
enough, 
already??? 
(Hey, it's summer; did you want us to write a book?) 
' 
The Other Press is Douglas College's "autonomous ncwpapcr," which is Latin 
for, "heavily anned, usually drunk, and able to leap talllechnological problems with 
a single Mac." We've been kicked around the Dougl311{:ampi by stu®nts, staff, and 
faculty alike since 1976. Coincidentally, there is a pcnicfllincxpcrimcnt, which also 
started in 1976, in the OP office. We, the collective, wanna do a lot <>f things, but the 
first and foremost is "put out a kickass paper.~ The Of is a full-fledged member of 
Canadian University Press. (For those in the don't kn~w. CUP isa subversive group 
of badly dressed alley atts, dedicated to the destruction i)fthese newfangled Smithritc 
containers everywhere .•. Pl~se note this is pretty mucb true, with the exception of 
Kevin, who is tbc hcppcst cat this side of Mr. Montalban himself, and Hugh Grant, 
who is , for reasons ofobviousin:tport, is in no way connected to any of us ... <wink>) 
The Op is a lot of tllings, but what we're not is racist, sexist, homophobic, or in any 
other way linked to Robert Dole. (Although on Mouday mornings, some of us take 
out our shotguns, and go hunting fot ignorant rednecks ... ) If you don't feel we're 
living up to these "rules" or any other cxpcotations you may have Uust remember, 
we're barely ··Utn, I mean only --human over here, okay?), please let us know. Of 
course, we'd also like to know if we give you chills of delight every time you think 
aoout 11$ •• • Anyway, read the damn thing, ;lfld let us know. Either way. But whatever 
you do, have a good oru:, Or else. we may just write a story aboutcba. 
aeer,lnallal ll&ff 
production ~ Jason Kurylo 
news - Paul A.ndrew 
arts & entertainment - Trent Ernst 
editorjal l opinion* Chad Iversan 
VIII II Iliff 
photography - z~ebo 
features - Kevin Sallows 
distribution - Jim Irving 
fllllllll 
We'd desperately love for ya to come on down 
and take a look at the following openings: 
sports classifieds CUP Uaison gnpbics 
cover design (you too could warp aod play with Kevints bead ... ) 
aeatrl~a1er1 
Joyce Robi11so~, Peter .T. Chattaway, Ingmar from Ikea, Dari11 
Clisby, Gra11t (D.G.)Black, Bria11 Do11a/dso11, Tony Sousa, eighteen 
young ferrets mzmed Susa11, a11d of course, a couple of brand-
spa11ki11' new Power Macs, named Oscar and Bert. 
amrlt¥1&1 
advertising & accountittg ~ Mario11 Drakos 
production resource - Scott Simmer 
editorial resource - A11gela Chiotakos Subotnick 
If you're interested in helping w\tb the creation of this publication, we 
heartily encourage you to come down to the Other Press office, or phone 
525-3542. It's the right thing to do, and a tll$ty way to do it... 
•he * eilier Press 
it won't 
A slap on the back 
TO: The Other Press. 
RE: OP article by Kevin Sallows, vol-
ume 19, issue 15, page 6. 
Aineen/Greetings! 
I am writing to express my grati-
tude and appreciation to the Other Press, 
the Other Press "Staff' and Kevin 
Sallows. I am hoping that the spirit of 
this letter reaches you in the manner that 
it is extended; respect and coexistence. 
Your response to my concern of 
being excluded as part of Douglas 
College Student Services in your last 
issue is to be commended. Besides 
being excellent role models, you have 
also shown a high degree of 
responsibilty and respect in this matter. 
For this I say: 
CHI-MEEGWETCH/A BIG 
THANK YOU! 
In closing i would also like to state 
that this latest issue (V.19, 1.15) was 
one of the best I've seen from the OP 
in a long time. Please continue with this 
caliber of writing, stories, and good 
work. This makes the Other Press look 
less and less like the "Enquirer" 
magazine and more and more like a 
respectable newspaper. This change is 
noticeable and much appreciated . 
Meegwetch/Thank you on that one too! 
My mind to yours, My heart to 
yours, 
Betsy Bruyere 
First NaUons Services Coordinator 
Douglas College 
July '95 
be long, now. • • 
A slap in the lace;~ 
Dear Other Press: 
This letter is in reference to the 
Other Press and its failure to invite the 
students of Douglas College to their 
Annual General Meeting held June 14, 
1995. According to the newspaper's 
constitution an Annual General Meeting 
can only take place after a thirty day 
published notice. These guidelines were 
ignored since the public was made 
aware of the meeting only after it had 
taken place. The importance of the 
Annual General Meeting must not be 
overlooked. It is a forum where the stu-
dents are given the opportunity to voice 
their concerns towards the actions of the 
Other Press. Being a newspaper which 
receives funding from our tuition, it is 
your duty to inform and represent the 
students of Douglas College. Because 
of this I urge you to follow the consti-
tution's guidelines in the future. 
Respectfully, 
Michelle l. Janzen 
A cross Xtian ... 
Dear Other Press: 
Hi, 
The topic of creation vs . evolution 
has come up again in relation to what is 
being taught in our schools. As on 
previous occasions, all kinds of 
fundamentalism comes to the fore. 
If God exists it might make a great 
deal of difference what we teach on the 
subject of the earth's origin. If truth is 
relative, and God does not exist, what 
difference does it make what we say on 
the subject? 
The secular fundamentalists, who 
are relativists when it comes to morality, 
suddenly become extreme absolutists 
when it comes to evolution. Why should 
science, which is really of lesser 
importance than morality, escape the 
ravages of relativism? 
As those who look beyond the trite 
coverage in the media clearly recognize, 
evolution has not been scientifically 
proved. It is a myth evolved by secular 
fundamentalists in the hope that they 
could avoid thinking about God. Only if 
the subject of creation is removed to the 
relativism of comparative religions do 
they feel safe. 
Like all fundamentalists, secular 
fundamentalists want only their views 
expressed. They believe in democracy 
only when it suits them. 
We ask ourselves why nations which 
are subject to the tyranny of various kinds 
of fundamentalisms do not rid themselves 
of this element in their midst. After all, 
the fundamentalists are usually in the 
minority. Our own inability to throw the 
yoke of secular fundamentalism off our 
shoulders probably answers that 
question. They remain the controlling 
factor in our lives and they want to be 
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Government defaults on BC student loans 
Charter banks provide healthy competition for college market 
by Paul Andrew 
Dramatic changes are in store for 
college students who are relying on fi-
nancial aid to pay for post-secondary 
education in the upcoming school year. 
Before now, students requiring 
loans to get them through the school 
year have been able to choose from a 
number of major Canadian banks for 
handling federal and provincial student 
loans, making the process more stream-
lined and less of a hassle than applying 
for a loan at a Charter Bank. That will 
all change this September. 
In a statement prepared by Julian 
Smit, Student Society Treasurer, stu-
dents are advised to transfer all of the 
necessary paper work to either the Bank 
of Nova Scotia or the Royal Bank of 
Canada, if they intend to apply for a new 
loan for the next school year. Only these 
two banks will be handling new pro-
vincial student loans. On the other hand, 
if you will not be applying for another 
loan, old loans will still be handled by 
the bank you are using now. 
way negotiations were going with them, 
so we pulled out of the program." 
Knight denied the reason they 
pulled out because of the high default 
rate on students loans. He then went on 
to point out the option that the TD, and 
others, will be presenting to students. 
"We will be offering our own student 
loan program at the TD Bank," Knight 
said. "Students can go to any TD branch 
right now and find out about it, but there 
will be a 1-800 number very soon that 
should make things easier," he contin-
ued. 
This situation conjures up ideas of 
healthy competition in a market once 
dominated by the government. The 
banks suddenly find themselves in a 
position where they can compete with 
the government in offering a better deal 
to students. 
Julian Smit advises students to 
become prudent when considering a 
loaning institution. 
"Shop around and ask questions. 
Both the Royal and the Bank of Nova 
Scotia offer different student banking 
These change come with the rev- that's a bonus for students," D!lllen said. witling to· particlpat~ in a risk-sharing fered by" the bimks might tum out to be packages," Smit then goes on to em-
elation that the BC Government will no "No contracts have been signed yet fype agreement," Louis explained. an advantage." phasize the importance of transferring 
longer guarantee student loans to banks either, so we can't say anything until So if a student defaults on a loan, Bob Knight, Divisional Manager your current student loan right away, to 
in the event of a student defaulting on the contracts have been signed off," who would be the one to repay it? of the Toronto Dominion Bank, says an institution who will be dealing with 
his or her payments. Linda Dallen, act- Dallen continued. "That's a good question," Louis students shouldn't worry much as far the government in the future. "If you 
ing Director for the government Student Patty Louis, the Student Finance said. "My understanding is that the gov- as acquiring a loan is concerned. The currently have any outstanding loans, 
Services branch in Victoria, says no stu- and Placement Officer at Douglas Col- ernment pays a risk premium to the TD Bank will be offering a private pack- and there is a chance you will have more 
dent loans will be guaranteed as of Au- lege, says the reason for the change in lender, in exchange of the lender assum- age to students who want an alternative in the future, get the forms to transfer 
gust 1st, and if a better deal can be ob- government policy on student loans is ing the risk in the case of a default," to dealing with the government. They your loans and take the completed forms 
tained by a Charter Bank, it shouldn 't likely because of the high rate of de- Louis emphasized there may be some will not be included as one of the banks to a convenient branch of the Royal or 
be overlooked by students. She could 
not say why the government has decided 
to stop guaranteeing payment to banks 
if students default on a loan. 
faults on loan payments. "They are en- positives as far as interest rates are con- used by the BC government to process 
tering into a risk-sharing agreement cerned, saying students may be able to student loans. 
with a few lenders, so they [the gov- negotiate a floating rate of interest "We feel that we can offer an op-
emment] will still be offering student rather than a fixed interest rate. "If you tion to students who require financial 
" I know some of the lenders loans, but I think it's because of the borrow when the interest rate is high aid," Knight said. "The reason we are 
[banks] will be offering student loans concern over the default rate, and that's and the loan is at a fixed rate, you may not one of the banks participating in the 
independently, and if they can give a prompted them to look at ways of end up paying up to 15%," Louis ex- government's federal /provincial loans 
better deal than the government, then spreading the risk ... not all banks are plained. "So a floating rate that is of- scheme is because we didn't like the 
So what•s the deal with the banks? 
by Brian Donaldson 
The provincial government is 
making plans to privatize the financing 
of your education. 
Scotia Bank," Smit continued. "This 
way, everything will be set up by the 
time you want to negotiate your new 
loan document." 
Because the government has 
decided to stop guaranteeing student 
loans as of August first, the Bank of 
Montreal will no longer be providing 
money for provincial student loans. As 
an alternative, it will be offering 
qualified students the option of 
applying for a line of credit. 
WElCOME TO 
CU1PU5 Oultof OftiUm 
During an ad hoc interview, 
Sheryl, a Bank of Montreal operator at 
665-2700, explained some of the ins 
and outs of the proposed student credit 
line She said that during the course of 
the school year and for one year after 
graduation, students would be required 
to make monthly interest payments. 
"Now to qualify for a student line 
of credit, you will need a co-signer." If 
you qualify, you can borrow up to 
$5,000 per year. 
When asked if an employed, part-
time student would qualify, her anwer 
was no. "In order to ensure repayment, 
the bank requires a $40,000 per annum 
income." 
When it was suggested that her 
because this is another option." 
However, when I asked her 
directly if I would qualify if I could not 
..ttA~HA~E 
Ac( frt!P llfR£ 
She stated that her bank will be 
offering two kinds of student loans: 
class A and class B. Full-time students 
get a co-signer, her answer was no. would qualify for class A loans while 
So much for business providing part-time students would qualify for 
education of its own free will.... class B loans. 
The two banks that will be Interest rates on these loans will 
receiving 5% premiums on student vary according to the Bank of Canada 
loans are the Royal Bank and the Bank prime lending rate. Both loans are 
of Nova Scotia. 
A Scotiabank employee by the 
name of Helen (at 1-800-972-6842) 
planned to have rates of prime plus 
3.75% without a co-signer, and prime 
rate plus 3.25% with a co-signer. 
bank is not really going to be helping explained some of the financial details 
students who do not already have a line of her bank's student loans as of August 
of support, Sheryl replied, "not really, first. tP 
Grant Black PUIS on the IeeiUDH.IJr.'"'-
and lives to write about it. .. 
Jovce 
lfoblnson answers the querv: 
•u f.OULW«t ~-
G~tt.,_ -· P\-Gtf 
IBIJUIIIUI IJIIRUS: IUIIkl IIURdlng IBibet lhiiiiiHI 
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Proposed name change for DC campus trio? 
Is Douglas A Fir? or is it a Sir? James Douglas never had this much confusion 
by Joyce Robinson 
Soon Douglas College will have a greater presence in the lower 
mainland. A new campus opening in Coquitlam. A change in geo-
graphical presence. A "multi-campus" existence. 
What exactly is a Douglas? It's a tree, a college, or the first 
Governor of what is now called British Columbia. But not 
everyone knows that. It has been suggested that Douglas 
College change its name to clarify just to which Douglas it 
refers. 
There is better historicaVgeographical context pre-
sented in the nomenclature of other Brithish Columbia 
institutions, such as Simon Fraser University or The 
University College of the Fraser Valley. So as Doug-
las College enters "a period of considerable change 
and development, the matter of identification and 
the context of the college becomes increasingly sig-
nificant," stated Bill Day. 
"James Douglas. or Sir James Douglas'' is pre-
sented as an option. The College's President, Bill 
Day, relays that ''as we get bigger ... the question 
'What is Douglas?' or 'Who was Douglas?' comes 
up with considerable frequency. 
"There is a sort of interesting history to the 
man's life .. .to any one who knows anything at all 
about Canadian history the name James Douglas, 
or Sir James, is instantly recognizable, similarly 
in the States." 
Changing an institution's name has "happened 
frequently in the past," Day explained. For example, 
Emily Carr separating from Vancouver Community 
College's School of Art. 
In a memorandum Day suggests that the College 
702 Columbia Street 
New Westminster 
( 604) 525-8625 phone 
New Westminster's Only 
Board consider the "possible values of a change in Douglas Col~ 
lege's name, and refer the matter to the Community Rela-< 
tions and Board Development Committee for examination. 
'Thatour name is mildly problematic, in that there 
is no readi~y identifiable connection of the tenn"Doug" 
las" with any geographic region or personage. 
"It m~y be useful to consider requesting ... (the] 
change of the name 'Douglas' to 'James Doug~ 
las' or 'Sir James Douglas,' thus leaving no 
doubt regatding the historical context withif\ 
which Douglas College operates." 
This proposition to the College Board is 
"lerely the first step. The name change has 
not been approved, and Day clarifies that this 
is going to be a gradual process, beginning 
~Jth discussion. 
Day's thinking is, "If one were going to 
change a name maybe it's not a bad idea to 
do it when you are in the process of making 
change. Because we are going to be chang-
.. l 
.:~· •ng, a lot. 
"'; · "It is likely that Douglas College would 
iCotltintJe to be called Douglas College infor-
for obvious reasons. It is even possi-
that the Douglas College logo would re-
untouched, but for formal purposes." 
This matter is "low key" and if approved, 
sees the change as ''gradual." 
If approved by the College Board, it would be 
brought. before the Lieutenant Governor in Council 
as Douglas College resides under the Colleges and 
Helllp products shop 
DeAltatelf '' the JtlnteHex 
•f fliKslrlal kentJ 
fa Ike marbfJiate 
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ntertainmen~ 
""' 
WELL, SUMMER IS IN FULL SWING, SO WHAT THE HELL 
ARE YOU STILL DOING IN SCHOOL? /ALWAYS SAY, IF YA 
GOITA SUFFER, SUFFER BOLDLY. JUST TO RUB IT IN, OUR 
BEVY OF OTHER PRESS REPORTERS HAVE BEEN TO SOME 
OF THE BEST (AND NOT-SO-BEST) EVENTS THAT 
VANCOUVER HAS TO OFFER. 
CHECK our KEVIN SALLows' REVIEW oF WHITE HoT 
CoRE BELOW. OR HOW ABOUT JASON KURYLO's 
COMMENTS ON Kiss OF THE SPIDER WOMAN, ON PAGE 
Kokoro Dance and Hard Rubber Orchesba white hot 
Moving performance converts Kevin Sallows to modern dance 
Warning: The following is a rave Clark literally throwing himself into the with one another. Zydowicz were all strut 
review. All nihilists, bitchers, whiners, performance as he led the band. In the bold opener, Iguana, five swaggering bravado in the 
negative creeps and Morrissey-lovin'- Trombonist Rob McKenzie's dancers slowly advanced onto the stage co n front at ion a 1 
black-on-black types may find the morereservedapproachdidn'tcalmthe dressed only in white body paint and pseudotango, Tangle, 
following enthusiasm and gushy "Ooh, waters any. His composition, Bala de white-dusted hair. They had the outflashing each other to 
I just loved it" comments offensive. Or Plata, had all the fire of a great Latin appearance of living statues and the the point of collapse. 
atleastnauseating. "Forewamedbeye," piece and featured a truly ripping comic mannerisms of a strange, alien A beautiful bit of 
says I. trumpet solo courtesy of Brad Thrner. race. classical music set up 
Saturday July 1st, Performance John Coltrane's Naima rounded Vocalist Jennifer Scott breathed Venus before 
Works Well, I do believe the Hard out the HRO set. new life into Burt Bacharach's Look of breaking into a 
Rubber Orchestra (HRO) and Kokoro Which brings us to the >buzzword Love while the dancers left the stage and p a g a n , 
Dance enseml:!.le have come up with the 
answer to the question, "How much 
really, really cool shit can you fit into a 
single evening of entertainment?" 
Much. 
The HRO kicked it off with 
alert< multimedia collaboration 
between the HRO and the Kokoro 
Dance crew which made up the second 
half of the evening. 
White Hot Core, choreographed by 
Barbara Bourget all Jay 
wandered through the audience. This percussion-driven 
was as much acting and comic groove strong 
improvisation as it was dance. Each of to make an Amish 
the dancers took on a distinct and utterly grandmother bust 
convincing character made up of Venus (Ziyian 
hilariously exaggerated movements and 
was 
by the 
Core moved me as nothing 
else has for some time. It was 
laugh-out-loud funny, 
beautifully sensual, painful, 
playful, provocative. Much 
applause and huge, huge shoutouts 
trumpeter Bill Clark's amazingfill-in- Hirabayasbi with music almost all mannerisms. Spotlights followed these her as she performed the most to both the Hard Rubber Orchestra 
avante- garde-classification-here written by HRO founder and conductor, cartoon-like caricatures as they courted stunning, tension-filled strip I've ever and Kokoro Dance, two of the most 
composition, Typhoon, a vivid, at times John Korsrud, is a fascinating glilllpse and cavorted with individual audience seen. Drums throbbed in the exciting and entertaining ensembles in 
even harrowing, depiction of some into the complex emotional workings members,playingoffthereactionsthey background, John Zorn-ish solos d.. Vancouver. wt' 
badass ocean weather. It proved to be a of the human animal - our loves and got from each person. careened and flailed over top, tension 
visually entertaining piece, as well, with desires, pains, and the way we interact Barbara Bourget and Miroslaw built and built to the point where the 
Who was this Warhol fella? 
Who he was and how it affected his art 
By Darin Clisby 
I've been reading up on Andy Warhol 
and I have a problem. Everyone seems to be 
so focused on his art that they forget to in-
vestigate the artist himself. In my reading I 
found that Warhol, as a personality, is much 
more interesting than Andy Warhol, the art-
ist. So, to fill in his biographical gaps, here 
is Andy Warhol - in brief. 
Andy Warhol used to be called Andy 
Wahola. He may have changed his name for 
a variety of reasons. One possibility: as are-
sult of living with a group of dancers and 
actors, he was left holding a substantial phone 
bill. In order to remain connected to the out-
side world he changed his name to reconnect 
his phone and thus get by his bad credit with 
the phone company. Another reason may have 
been that upon moving to New York he was 
ashamed of his ethnicity and so changed his 
last name to avoid embarrassment. The rea-
son Warhol himself gave was that clients 
regularly dropped the last vowel in pronun-
ciation and so changed his name to adapt. 
Warhol was very resourceful. He would 
gather young, intelligent, creativ~ minds 
around him and feed off them. He probably 
saw these young people as close to the source 
of trend that he could measure or foresee 
where the popular breezes were blowing. He 
would also get them to perform more mun-
dane tasks for him as well- like coloring fly-
ers and doing his silk screening (after approv-
ing them). 
He did things just because they were fun. 
He would do anything to get a rise or reac-
tion from someone. He had one of his friends 
sign a series of silk screens with an X and 
give the excuse that Andy didn't sign his 
name because he couldn't write. He sent one 
of his friends on a national autograph sign-
ing tour because he didn't want to go. His 
friend masqueraded for him so well that years 
later when he was on TV his fans didn't be-
lieve it was really him. 
He would encourage drug use (he re-
frained from drugs and heavy drinking) so 
as to observe other's behaviour. 
He painted what he painted because it 
was diametrically opposed to the popular 
style of the day (which was Abstract Expres-
sionism.) He chose the subjects because they 
were mundane, overexposed, desensitized 
and common images. He silk screened these 
images because it was easier for him to 
achieve his own brand of overexposure 
through repeated images. 
As an artist, Warhol was very ambitious 
and highly energetic. He convinced everyone 
with his tenacity and quiet charm that he was a 
serious artist addressing a serious subject. But, 
according to his friends, his only wish was to 
be famous. He wasn't very serious about do-
ing serious artwork. On the contrary, his art-
work is not serious at all. 
Andy Warhol became his art. He was com-
mercialized, overexposed, desensitized and 
publicized. 
Who was Andy Warhol? Who knows? He 
was and will remain an enigma. 
If you want to find out more about 
this colourful artist, visit the Van-
couver Art Gallery's summer show 
on Warhol's drawings, paintings 
and silk screens. They will be shown 
until October first along with eight 
interpretive skits, 'Ask Me About 
Andy' guides, a re-creation of 'the 
Factory', and many other activites. 
There will be a $4 surcharge at-
tached to any regular admission 
charges. Members get in free. 
(> 
queue up, urab a plate. vour no 
Modern smorgasbords feed loads of people mounds of grub, 
along with the increasing inclination to stuff their large, facial ori-
fices with a variety of tasty and sometimes not-so-tasty food from 
around the world. 
Recently, I chose to partake in an oriental-style Sunday 
brunch buffet. This particular brunch was on Father's Day. Situ-
ated in service-oriented, strip-mall Newton- in North Surrey·-
the Oriental Buffet squats its gastronomic belly across from an-
other line-' em-up-and-shoot-' em-through-the-grub-gate opera-
tion: Uncle Willy's. Having an aversion to whipped potatoes culled 
from Poly Filla and ersatz desserts derived from edible oil prod-
uct, I've only been there for one distasteful . Uncle 
Willy's is where Northern European 
stock can find familiar bland 
vittles, just like Mum 
made, and her mother 
before her .... 
As for the Oriental Buffet, I went there with my partner and our 
son on the recommendation of my partner's father. He told us the 
price was good ($6.99; half-price for kids under 12), and it was 
better than Foody Goody, that more famous deliverer of Cantonese 
cuisine. Upon arrival, we found a full parking lot, and several 
other vehicles cruising for a slot. A full restaurant parking lot on 
Sunday noon means one of two things: Either this was a popular 
place with good food, or church was over. Or both. 
The Oriental Buffet's front entrance was choked with pa-
trons, waiting their turn to stand near the grease-spattered heat 
lamps. Marked in large writing on the front of the hostess' po-
dium was a special mark-up price for Father's Day: $7.99 a per-
son, a buck more than usual. Ah, Father's Day. A time for mer-
chants to celebrate fathers everywhere. 
After a five minute wait, we were ushered to a table, pass-
ing by small and large Canadian families gathered for a meal. 
From our table, a quick scan showed that the majority of pa-
trons were of Asian descent, flattening the stereotype that 
suburban Cantonese eateries serve only round-eyes, 
out for a taste of "exotic" cuisine. 
If you're hungry, a buffet affords the op-
tion to immediately leap into line, grab 
a plate ... and heap. I was hungry, but 
exercised some control. Looking at 
the drink menu, I found a multi-
tude of fruity, South Sea-
esque beverages. 
One-third non-alcoholic, 
hair-of-the-dog juice for 
around $4.00 a piece, they 
non-alcoholic banana 
already run dry. Now it 
I've been to Foody 
with all the battered and 
has crossed over into 
steaks like two places that 
plates with others who 
Heading back to our 
plate laden with fresh as 
ing about going back for 
waddled back to my 
of my newly bulging belly, 
a~erican privilege is at hand. 
spiked with some 
Sunday types. All priced at 
We ordered a frothy 
more popular strawberry 
experience volume dining. 
Victoria. It was well-stocked 
glop that the Oriental Buffet 
grill. The Oriental Buffet 
ture, featuring low-quality 
•v' ..... "'"'"· Bonanza and Ponderosa. 
place his or her steak on the 
neon-red meat to a deep 
a feat. And while doing that, 
smothered with a sweet 
four aisles of stainless steel 
of vegetable, carbohydrate, 
last aisle of delectable des-
I tried to avoid clanking 
single-minded quest. 
under the weight of a 
muck, I was already think-
gobbling the best parts, I 
trays under the great weight 
plate in hand. Stacking more 
I departed for the table once 
more. I wondered if it was 
socially acceptable to 
practice a Roman feast in the 90s. The Roman approach was to 
simply vomit to make room for more. 
All around me, people shovelled Cantonese and not-so-Can-
tonese food into their greedy maws. This was conspicuous con-
sumption in its most base form. Sure, they could have brunched 
at a restaurant with perfect portions, weighed on a kitchen scale. 
But that would leave out the huge variety factor, the ability to 
make a greater number of conscious food choices. I was a partici-
pant in the freedom of choice. And I made a choice to be a pig. I 
felt sick. 
North America consumers, in fact the whole world, have 
discovered more nice things to buy, to enjoy, to covet; manu-
facturers and marketers have most people figured out 
by now. Hyper-consumption, fuelled by uncer-
tainty, hurtles us toward the millennium, the 
march into the 21st century. That Sunday, out 
for a simple brunch, I found the stomach 
version of Costco. 
Consume and you will find your per-
sonal utopia in the Brave New World. All I 
found was a place full of dull-eyed, bovine 
troughers. Worst of all, I jostled 
amongst them. 
Grant Black is a Douglas College Print Futures student who recently finished a 
temporary apprentice stint at Vancouver Magazine. 
Even when he's not jostling, he's busy postulating on something, 
so watch for him right here ... 
If you've got an idea for a feature, or wanna scat with a different breed of cat, get 
in touch with the OP features coordinator, Kevin Sallows. He's a thuper fella, 
and he'll make your dream of being a feature writer come true .. . 
8 
I'll admit, having this production 
come to Vancouver is a good thing, a 
good sign. It's one of the biggest things 
in years to happen to Broadway, for 
pete's sake, let alone the Vancouver 
theatre scene. And the stellar cast leaves 
nothing to the imagination. 
Chita Rivera is a Broadway leg-
end, having pretty much built the New 
York theatre scene 
single ... um .. .leggedly. Jeff Hyslop is the 
remarkable local-boy-done-good story; 
from Vancouver, this phenom has be-
come one of the biggest names in stage 
today. John Dossett, while not a house-
hold name, is also a pretty good catch. 
Add in the legendary Spider-staging and 
lighting, and we' re in for a pressure-
cooker of a show, right? 
Unfortunately, the whole 
The story is serviceable, for sure. 
Adapted from Manuel Puig's novel of 
the same name, Kiss gives us Molina 
(Hyslop) and Valentin (Dossett), two 
very different men trapped in a small 
prison cell. Molina has a bizarre ob-
session with 40s movie starlet Aurora 
(Rivera). We see many of Aurora's 
movie roles via Molina's visions and 
dreams; this is how we meet the Spi-
der Woman, whose kiss means death 
and whose embrace means a lot of 
mediocre dance numbers. All of which 
brings me to ... 
(I'm gonna get shot for this one.) 
It's remarkable that Rivera can 
move the way she does. She's 62, you 
know, and she can outmove ninety, 
maybe ninety-five per cent of the kids 
the night muttering, "Wow, I hope I have 
half her movement when I'm that age ... 
Hell, I wish I had a quarter of her move-
ment now ... " She's always been an 
amazing performer, and the longevity 
makes Chita that much more impressive. 
Unfortunately, dancing with performers 
one-third her age, she looks a little out 
of place. 
Hyslop, conversely, is more at home 
here than anywhere I've seen him. The 
outlandish Molina sets Hyslop free. 
Here, he can perform. The only prob-
lem with his role is, there isn't nearly 
enough of him; Jeff makes the night 
worthwhile. "Oh, sure, it's easy to back 
the hometown boy," right? Well , this 
ain't no Vancouver happy happy joy joy 
club. The fact is, Hyslop is nothing short 
of brilliant. 
July '95 
Allan Holdsworth Group is 
nonstop rollercoaster 
Mitchell wears a happy face for 
Vancouver concert 
Kim Mitchell nastics. 
Mitchell seemed like he could do 
nothing wrong for this crowd of shiny, 
happy people. As he commented at one 
Sick chops oversaturate ears at the Commodore Ballroom Saturday, July 8 
by Kevin Sallows and the ability to speak volumes while modore show. (Highlight #2 would by Paul Andrew point during the show, "There's noth-
saying nothing (no apologies here, she'd have to be the daring interpretive fu- Someone recently concluded that ing like a great crowd of people to make 
Allan Holdsworth is just sick. His be the first to admit it.) Holdsworth is sion dancer I spotted late in the show. because of all the alternative, under- us feel at home." Maybe he says that to 
technique is sick, his band is sick, his one of the most impressive guitarists on Even the most angular, disjointed ground, and grunge music being re- every crowd, but Mitchell sounded 
music is sick ... I mean, if you wanted the planet, but his made-a-deal-with- rhythms couldn't stop her from shakin' corded these days, music we once knew genuinely sincere. Wearing his signa-
to see some serious chops, I'm talking the-devil-down-at-the-crossroads tech- it up.) simply as ' rock 'n' roll was dead. I bet ture baseball cap over greying, fly-away 
beyond any sane limits of technical pro- nique doesn't move me. Seated they were, reserved they the person who said that had never been hair, Mitchell couldn't stop smiling and 
ficiency, the Commodore was the place Just as bebop did in the 40s and were not. There was a tense buzz of to a Kim Mitchell concert. goofing around on stage. 
to be Wednesday June 28. 50s, fusion (hardcore fusion, not the excitement and expectation in the air What's wrong with commercially He also proved to be human on one 
While I'm sure the show wasn't watered-down fuzak of Spyro Gyra or and Holdsworth himself seemed over- accessible music anyway? Some ardent of the very few new songs he played on 
intended to exclusively be a high notes- much of Pat Metheny's work) alienates whelmed by the rock n' roll enthusi- music fans may grow tired of radio Saturday night. Half-way through the 
per-second affair, I was feeling a tad most of the public with its "we're from asm of the crowd. friendly tunes, but there's nothing bet- opening bars to a tune called Rainbow, 
oversaturated by evening's end. Half the another planet" aesthetic. This is prob- When the band did slow down, it ter than going to a concert where you Mitchell fluffed on a particularly diffi-
thrill of modem fusion seems to be the ably fine with the true fans because it was a beautiful thing. The atmosphere can at least recognize the melody and cult chord. After he stopped the song 
sheer technical virtuosity that has come means they get to see a world-class band and feel they created during the slower lyrics to songs you don't really know the three times, and started it again, he fi-
to be associated with it. And these boys in a small venue. compositions were reminders that fu- title of. Mitchell has that kind of music. nally got it right. And on went the show. 
can play. Holdsworth makes Joe And the true fans were out in force. sion need not be a soulless riff-fest. You may not know what the song is That was the only glitch in an oth-
Satriani look like a lost child playing a One of the highlights of the evening for Sadly, this show was reminiscent called, but it sounds familiar as soon as erwise flawless concert by this power 
plastic Mickey Mouse guitar. me was the rush for the stage just prior of a really cool rollercoaster. It was a you hear it. trio that is called the Kim Mitchell band. 
So why did I leave this much-an- to the Holdsworth Group's set. Picture rush the first few rides, but after about And on Saturday night at the Com- He had no difficulty filling up a con-
ticipated show feeling somewhat empty I 00-200 fusion-heads, yuppies and gui- an hour of nearly nonstop speed I modore, no one was complaining about cert hall with the sound of only one 
after such a feast of music? My mom tar freaks scuttling forward, chairs in found myself wanting to get off for a the lack of new songs or the inclusion guitar, one bass player, and one drum-
comes to mind. hand, repositioning themselves com- break. rJ\ .J W U l. of every top ten hit Kim Mitchell has mer. A rare sight these days indeed. Of 
A remarkable woman: vibrant, ex.- fortably where the pit would normally I"- fJ\ J ~3 Q '::1 _ ever recorded. With the exception of two course, the added bonus of excellent citing, with a contagious enthusiasm be churning away at an average Com- r ,.., 1"'? ~ new songs that are included on harmony vocals on every tune provided Mitchell's recently released "Greatest by perenial sidekick Peter Fredette on 
Victoria trio Loose opened for 
the Allan Holdsworth Group, com-
bining Chili Peppers Freakey 
Styley-era rap with upright bass, 
unstoppable grooves, and some cool 
experimental sounding guitar work. 
These funk-rock jazzkins displayed 
a hilarious sense of humour and, HOLY 
SHIT!!!, an original style culled from 
diverse influences. They get points for 
a song title which goes something like 
(correct me ifi'm wrong), ''IfYou Dance 
the Bolero. Darkness will Fall Upon the 
Land," and, yes, it does include an ex-
cerpt from Ravel's Bolero. 
Keep your eyes skinned and 
your ears peeled for more noise on 
these guys in the future. 
Hits" CD, it was strictly goin' for Soda, bass, and lead vocals for the all-time 
drinking Lager and Ale, and discover-
ing the magic created by Patio Lanterns 
for the thirty-something crowd packed 
on to the spring-loaded dance floor at 
the landmark Ballroom off Granville 
classicAl/ we are, helped give versatil-
ity when none was really needed. 
Kim Mitchell picked up where 
Max Webster left off. A Canadian band 
that has very seldom disappointed live 
Street Mall. No mosh-pit, no slam dane- music fans. A band that seems comfort-
ing, no stage diving. This was a reminder able playing out its days to modest, en-
of what rock concerts used to be like thusiastic crowds eager to hear no-non-
before the mid-eighties alternative sense rock n' roll. 
crowds introduced us to concert gym-
July '95 
Nine Months 
Hugh Grant hooked on parenthood 
by Peter T. Chattaway 
In Four Weddings and a Funeral, 
Hugh Grant learned how to overcome 
his fear of marriage. Now Nine Months 
takes him to the next hurdle in the obsta-
cle course of Commitment: as Samuel 
Faulkner, he must learn to overcome his 
fear of parenthood. 
tioning the keyed-up slapstick 
that consistently undermines the 
deeper 
attempts at characterization; are 
the Matchbox-style car acci-
dents and the boyish fistfights 
(one even happens in the 
birthing room!) meant to show-
case male ineptitude, or do they 
serve to hold the focus of comic 
energy away from the female 
leads? 
9 
In some ways, Nine Months is a bet-
ter continuation of the Hugh Grant 
persona than the recent Englishman Who 
Went up a Hill, al.beit toned down 
for the family crowd. Grant's eyelids still 
flutter and his neck still jigs about when 
how to act. As Rebecca Taylor, she has 
the screen presence and the emotional 
resonance to carry Faulkner's baby and 
help carry the film, whereas Andie 
MacDowell could barely be counted on 
to carry her hat. Unfortunately, Rebecca 
is written out of the script halfway through 
- in a flat, non sequitur plot twist, she 
leaves Samuel because he's not paternal 
enough- so that Grant can demonstrate, 
unobstructed, that Limey charm that puts 
him, and him alone, at the top of the cred-
its. Writer/director Chris 
And Grant is certainly up to the Columbus may be coasting on 
Hugh Grant (stop tittering) and Julianne Moore star in Nine Months 
task. Yes, the audience tittered whenever the family-values mayhem of his most subtly ghoulish casting ofJefrGoldblum Arnold keeps planting on Hughie. Thank 
he has to stammer his way through an his sexual performance entered the dia- recent flicks - Home Alone, Mrs. and Joan Cusack as siblings all seem to God no baby's coming out of that rela-
embarrassing white lie, but his "fuck fuck Iogue (and yes, one such discussion takes Doubtfire- but Nine Months betrays an suggest that Columbus wants to get back tionship. 
fuck" traffic-jam soliloquy is here tamed place in a parked car), but Grant is a truly unusual obsession with B-movie motifs. to his Gremlins roots. 
to a barely audible "shit shit shit." witty actor and he stutters with impecca- Halloween costumes, nightmares about For sheer shiver potential, though, 
At least Julianne Moore knows blecomictiming. Still,Ican'thelpques- woman-sized praying mantises, and the itwouldbehardtotopthekissesthatTom 
First Knight 
Gere is bearable, Ormand steals the show 
by Trent Ernst If anything, this interpretation of formance as Guinivere. Sean Connery 
Arthurian Legend could be the most is good as King Arthur, though 
We live in a world that longs for sanitized version ever to hit the big it seems he is only along 
what should be. Trees should always be screen. None of the main characters can for the ride (and 
green. Bad guys should always lose, and do any wrong. Lancelot's only crime is the draw-
Sean Connery should be king. loving his queen too much, and can love ing power 
Unfortunately, what should be and truly be a crime? And when Lancelot that attach-
what is are two different things, and it and Guinivere fall from Arthur's grace ing his name 
is only at the movies where we can sa-
tiate our desire for what should be. 
Hollywood directors also have a 
conception of how things should be. 
Consider Jerry Zucker's latest take on 
the story of King Arthur and his noble 
because of their indiscretions, it is but 
a kiss that incriminates them. 
King Arthur is mortally pure. His 
affair with Morgana is unmentioned. 
His cause is noble, his heart pure, and 
he spouts platitudes at the drop of a 
knights. This is how the story should gauntlet. 
be, at least in his humble opinion: Reduced to its bare minimum, (the 
Lancelot should have been a wild seed, love triangle of Arthur, Guinivere and 
closer akin to the wandering Samurai Lancelot) the story recast in the image 
of Medieval Japan than the uptight, of a Hollywood action movie. Richard 
armor-clad prig that he is usually made Gere has some of the best sword fight-
out to be. Malagant, a rather secondary ing scenes since Cary Elwes and Mandy 
villain in seminal works on Arthur Pantinkin crossed blades in The Prin-
(L'Morte de Arthur springs to mind) is cess Bride. The movie hustles along at 
the only villain this Arthur encounters a quick pace, propelled by strong cin-
- Morgana Le Fey and Mordred be ematography and a tight plot. 
damned. Julia Ormand puts in a great per-




is Lancelot. And 
Richard Gere. .. well, 
give Gere something to 
do, and he is palatable. 
But the (blissfully few) 
scenes that he is called upon 
to emote ... brrr. 
First Knight is an enjoy-
able action flick. But it has noth-
ing to do whatsoever with any leg-
end or story of Arthur that I've ever 
read. There is no mention of Merlin, 
Excalibur, The Knightly Quests or even 






e I e -
ments. 
Camelot, yes, but 
it is not the Camelot of 
legend and history. Rather it is a 
Camelot born in the minds of a society 
that yearns for what should be, and not 
there, as are what is. 
the Knights who sit at Still, for all of its shortcomings, 
it. Yet the only Knight who is First Knight is an enjoyable movie to 
given a name is Agrivaine. The rest watch. Once. Butdon'tbe fooled by the 
of the Knights languish in nameless hype into thinking that the movie has 
anonymity. anything to do with King Arthur, be-
Ail the richness and dynamics of cause it doesn't. 
of good hy- gether without Crumb's permission: "It Crumb isn't forced to share the screen critic Robet Hughes, "a wide range of 
!?J7) obert Crumb is so contemp-
~ tuous of his fans, it's impos-
sible not to like him ... from 
a distance. 
Fortunately, the big screen and the 
view it offers us from Terry Zwigofr's 
camera, offers us just the right amount 
of distance. Whether snubbing a comic 
store employee who asks for an auto-
graph or complaining, as he draws a 
picture of a girl he adored in highschool, 
that he wishes the girl were present "in-
stead of this film crew", Crumb exudes 
that mix of arrogance and ingenuity that 
makes great artists out of disturbed peo-
ple. 
How disturbed is Crumb? All 
things considered, he's doing better 
than one might expect. Raised by an 





will be an embarrassment to me for the with his more disquieted critics (Trina masturbatory possibilities." But such 
rest of my life," he says. Robbins, Dierdre English, and others), isolationist tendencies have kept him at 
Not that Crumb is easily fazed by who question the misogyny implicit in a regrettable distance from his foes, 
embarrassment. He freely discusses his his work. While some women praise fans, and family alike. It is easy, some-
ers Crumb can be forgiven their escap- prepubescent sexual fascination with his naturalistic depiction of the female times, to admire an artist's courage in 
ist eccentricities. Robert's older brother Bugs Bunny and the tum-on he got - body and volunteer to pose for him (one spewing whatever is on his or her mind, 
Charles spends his time taking an tide- at the age of five - from riding his woman goes so far as to say, "He made however unsettling or "incorrect" it may 
pressants in his mother's house and mother's cowboy boots. Crumb does it okay for me to have a butt"), others be: And one can certainly understand 
noting his lack of "external [sexual] go red in the face, though, whenever detect, in his more violent comic books, Crumb's impulse to detach himself off 
stimulation"; his younger brother anyone tries to analyze his work and evidence of "an arrested juvenile fan- from an abusive background. But one 
Maxon meditates on a home-made bed assign it gobs of artistic and psycho- tasy". (It may be quite telling that his can't help supposing that Crumb has 
of nails when he isn't suffering an 
epilectic seizure. 
logical worth, be it a museum curator 
plodding through an analytical spiel or 
a female party-goer dissecting his foot 
fetish. 
r 
sisters declined an interview with the also sacrificed the intimacy that ought 
filmmakers.) to replace such abuse. 
Perhaps Crumb's art does offer, in 
the adoring words of Time magazine 
$9.25 per hour 
20 hrs/wk 
All three spent their childhoods 
drawing comic books- Charles in par-
ticular was obsessed with the Disney 
version of Treasure Island- but it was 
Robert who parlayed his LSD-inspired 
inventions into a lucrative franchise. 
The big feet from Crumb's "Keep On 
Truckin'" logos remain a constant ele-
ment in his art, as is Mr. Natural; how-
ever, in a move worthy of Arthur Conan 
Doyle, Crumb killed off Fritz the Cat 
after the feature-length film based on \ 
the lecherous feline was patched to-
Production Resource Person 
MAINTAIN production equipment 
TEACH graphic design skills STAFF the office 




The Police broke up (snif!) ten years ago. 
Well, okay, nine officially, but it's still been awhile 
since we could sample new efforts from the blonde 
ones ... Oh sure, Sting's still putting out records, 
but they're not the angry, Jung-heavy lyrics of old. 
And while Andy Summers' acoustic guitar stuff 
is great, it's,a completely different genre. Let's 
not even approach how disappointed I am in 
Stewart Copeland's jaunt into soundtrack work ... 
The fact is, The Police brought us some of 
the best popular music of the 
80's. Even without such over-
played ditties as Every Breath 
You Take, Message In A Bot-
tle, and Roxanne, the catalog 
of Police brilliance is unbe-
lievably deep. They only put 
out five complete albums of 
original work, and be damned 
if four and a half aren't abso-
lute wonders of the modem 
pop world. 
So, A&M decided they hadn't been getting 
enough movement out of the back catalog; Sting 
has always insisted a Police reunion would never 
transpire, so what was the only alternative? "Let's 
put out a live album!" 
What we received is two complete concert 
recordings. Disc one gives us a 1979 show at the 
Orpheum in Boston just prior to the release of 
Regatta De Blanc (that's album #2, for the unini-
tiated). The backup vocals, courtesy of Stewart 
and Andy, are occasionally, well, nightmarish, but 
the energy easily makes up for it. The boys fiddle 
with the songs a bit; they improvise, they joke 
around, they sound like they actually might be 
having fun! 
All that's gone by the time disc two rolls 
around. Of course, the band's much tighter in this 
This album has its good points and its bad 
points. The inside cover of the CD is much nicer 
than the bland front cover. As for the album itself, 
it is, for the most part, enjoyable (if you like club 
music}, with popular tracks such as Another Night, 
Run Away, and Sleeping with an Angel. 
Another Night and Run Away are well 
written and upbeat, which marks them as club 
music. 
Sleeping with an Angel is one of their slow 
Every once in a while, I'm genuinely excited 
about a new band. Now, most people who know 
me or read me know that doesn't happen very of-
ten. Recently, I can only recall two: The Cranber-
ries and locals Mol lies Revenge. Well, I am proud 
to announce the introduction of a third band to 
that list: Taste of Joy is a deserving addition . 
Not only do they follow the current trend for 
female-led bands, Taste also does something so 
many acts lack: They actually have a personality! 
1983 Synchronicity tour date. However, "tight" 
doesn't mean "good." You can tell these guys just 
wanted to sing the songs and get the hell out of 
there. More songs, more hits, but it's sterile, like 
a production line. A few fabulous Police moments 
make it worthwhile, though, like an extended 
Walking in Your Footsteps (complete with 
Floydesque introduction!!!) 
It's interesting to play "compare and contrast" 
with songs that appear on both play lists. Can ~ 
Stand Losing You goes from a naked arrangement, 
obviously three guys with shitty lady luck, to a 
full, eight-piece sound, complete with a trio of 
female backup vocalists. 
Police fans will find the politics interesting, 
as well. If you know the band, 
you know the personalities in-
volved. Disc one seems to point 
to Stewart pushing the band; he's 
running the show from behind 
those frantic skins of his. By the 
time Synchronicity hit, tho', it 
was clearly Sting's show. Most 
of the songs are vocally based, 
rather than instrumentally. Only 
four years separate these two 
concerts, yet they seem to be re-
cordings of two completely separate bands. 
Of course, the only people this disc will in-
terest are tried and true Police fans. (I suppose the 
same could be said for this review ... ) If you're not 
a fan already, you may not be interested to hear 
the previously unreleased version of Landlord on 
disc one, nor the lacklustre Fall Out. If you are, 
let me tell you; the former is just an early version 
of Peanuts, and a better Fall Out appears on Mes-
sage In A Box. 
All in all, a treat for fans; a bore for 
laypersons. Don't look for frills; there are a couple 
of pictures, but the liner notes ain't no hell. Just 
pop 'em in, close your eyes, and imagine a big, 
sweaty mosh pit. Oh yeah, and three real talented 
blonde guys. ••• 
dance-type songs with excellent lyrics for women, 
but not so great lines for 0-Jay, the male member 
of Real McCoy. 
This album caters to the night club scene 
because of its heavy bass feel and repeating cords 
causing total ad anuseum. 
On a scale of 1-10, this album gets 8 for those 
night club fans and 6 for the rest of us. 
illl illll 
I know it sounds kooky, even crazy, but it's true. 
The tracks range from just plain fun (Go) to 
strangely haunting (So Long-like that nightmar-
ish image of a three year old diva talking about 
things you're too young to talk about,) from light 
and fluffy (Gun Pointed -it takes a certain talent 
to pull off a light tune with a lyric like, "what do 
you think you're doing with that gun pointed 
straight at my head,") to brooding pouts (Blood 
Divine.) Taste seems to have a strange fascination 
and obsession with guns; you probably won't see 
me at any of their gigs if one of the band mem-
bers quits or otherwise becomes estranged .... 
Overall, they've got a fabulous sound, well-
produced ... 
For those of you who like to have a compari-
son to make a review complete, Taste of Joy, for 
the most part, defies this sort of English-class ex-
ercise. I suppose, if one had to, they could de-
scribe them as what the Bangles might have 
sounded like if they had talent instead of hair ... 






Prog rock fans rejoice! After a decade 
hiatus, King Crimson is backwith two (count 
'em) new albums in less thana year. 
~ ties. ~::d~~::e::;d:; ~:~~~i;:: ;: 
during the first full rehearsals with th,e new 
Crimson lineup, and is only 6 tracks long. 
There is raw power behind tracks like VROOM 
and the coda section for Sex Sleep Eat Drink 
Dream, but the album lacks the complexity of 
the eighties Crimson. 
Three tracks from VROOM show up on 
THRAK, and it is a fascinating study to com-
pare the two. Whereas VROOM has an angry-
aggressiveness, THRAK has an artsy complex-
ity with strong pop-sensible overtones, cour-
tesy of Adrian Belew. The guitars are less ag-
gressive, but the drumming is moreso, thanks 
to the dual percussion work of Bill Brueford 
and Pat Mastelotto. 
Trey Gunn is an unfortunate bystander 
on both albums. Whereas all five of the other 
members have there own musical voice, Gunn 
I'm back on the 
Sauce again and it looks 
like this time there's no 
hope. I've tried everything 
but I just can't get this al-
bum out of my head. You 
know how it is: You're 
walking down the street, 
you glance over at a fire 
hydrant and suddenly 
you're humming something totally obscure, like 
the theme from Hawaii Five-0. No reason, it just 
sort of pops into your head, helps itself to a beer, 
puts its feet up on your coffee table and stays there 
until you're so crazy all you can see are big, roll-
ing waves and Jack Lord mouthing the words Book 
'em, Danno. Don't get me wrong, though, unin-
vited sound bytes a Ia Bootsauce are like old 
friends: Even when they drop by totally unex-
pected, they're welcome. 
It's been a steady, upward progression for the 
'Saucers. From The Brown Album (1990), to Bull 
(1992), to Sl~eping Bootie (1993), each album has 
seen both songwriting and sound develop nicely 
(or nastily, depending on whether we're talking 
about their radio-friendly pop/dance tunes or their 
deliciously dark excursions into sex-fuelled 
superfunk.) 
This album is no exception. Simply titled 
Bootsauce, its got state-of-the-art songwriting that 
is overshadowed by the powerhouse stick and 
bass playing of Tony Levin. 
There are a surprising number of times 
when you can say "Hey, that sounded like .... " 
Crimson has always been musical innovators, 
not followers. Still, tracks like Cage, from 
VROOM, and People, from THRACK, are 
recognizably in1luenced by other musician's 
work. Cage sounds like it should be off a 
Primus album, and People draws so heavily 
from thePo/iceone expects to see Sting listed 
in the credits. 
Neither THRACK or VROOM come 
close to touching Crimson's ear Her classics, 
such as the phenomenal Red or Larks Tongue 
in Aspic, but these are not simply "reunion 
albums," like the dreckish Hell Free~es Over, 
by The Eagles. Both albums draw heavily 
from early King Crimson as well as outside 
sources. even so, they begin another chapter 
in Robert Fripp's fascinating musical jour-
ney known only as KING CRIMSON. 
il'lllll'lll 
draws on diverse in-
fluences J dance, 
metal, rap, disco, 
funk. Let me put it 
this way: Bootsauce 
takes you for a ride in 
a 1973 James Brown 
convertible tricked 
out with a NIN big 
block engine and 
Rick Derringer 
whitewall tires and 
driven mercilessly by 
Stevie Wonder while 
KC and the Sunshine 
Band party it up in the back seat to the Psycho 
shower scene strings blaring from the radio. They 
swerve from the infectious sing-a-long pop of Hey 
Baby to the dark funk-metal of Pass the Shotgun 
(Please) to the Princefluenced Papa Funk. 
Most people I talk to who aren't converts to 
the "Cult of the Sauce" cite disco and pop-radio 
influences as the main deterrents. While Bootsauce 
seems to have gotten most of the disco out of its 
system on Sleeping Bootie, there is still a huge 
pop element to their sound. This is unabashedly 
"commercial-sounding" music and I DON'T 
CARE!! If you can give me one solid, logical, 
flawlessly argued reason why this disc can't sit 
next to, say, Pantera, Miles Davis, or Public En-
emy in my collection, I STILL WON'T CARE! 
I'll probably just sing a bit of the Hawaii Five-0 
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